


 

Divisibility by  7  
 
Here’s the rule: 
Remove the last digit of the number, double it, and then 

subtract it from the rest of the number (not including that last 
digit which was removed). If you get a number divisible by 7, then 
your original number is divisible by 7!  
 
For example: 273: Take the last digit 3, double it to get 6, and 
then subtract it from 27:  27 – 6 = 21.  
 
Pretty wild, huh? Who figures this stuff out, anyway?  
 
 

Divisibility by  11  
 
Here’s the rule: 
Starting with the first digit of the number, take every other digit 
of the number (the first digit, the third digit, the fifth digit, etc) 
and add them up. Now take the digits you didn’t use the first 
time (the second digit, the fourth digit, etc.) and add THEM up. 

Now subtract these two sums from each other. If the difference 
between the two sums is divisible by 11, then the number is 
divisible by 11.   
 
A lot of the time, two sums will be equal, so their difference equals 
0, which is divisible by everything, so certainly is divisible by 11. 
(note: this rule only works for divisibility by 11!) 
 
For example: 121:  Add up 1 + 1 = 2 And then the other digit(s) 
not used is just 2. Since 2 – 2 = 0, which is divisible by 11, 121 is 
divisible by 11.   
 
Another example: 6160: Add up 6 + 6 = 12, and the other digits 
not being used: 1 + 0 = 1. Now subtract these two sums: 12 – 1 = 
11, which is divisible by 11, so 6160 is divisible by 11.  
 
Personally, I like it when the sums are the same, so their difference 
is 0, which happens  all the time. 



 
Can you make up your own number that’s divisible by 11? How 
about 1342? Add up 1 + 4 = 5, and then add up the digits you 

didn’t use yet: 3 + 2 = 5. Now try dividing 11 into 1342, and you’ll 
see that 1342 = 11  122.  Yep! We made a number that’s 
divisible by 11. 
 
Let’s make up another number we know is going to be divisible by 
11, a really long one.   
 
How about 789,987?  
 
We know that 7 + 8 + 9 = 8 + 9 + 7, so the number will be divisible 
by 11! Pretty nifty, eh? Maybe nifty’s the wrong word, but I 
thought it was kinda interesting anyway. 
 
Can you make up a number that is divisible by 9 and 11?    
(email me!) 
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